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The Year in Review exhibition, which opens to the public on Wednesday,

February 12, 1986, presents more than 220 works of art added to the permanent

collections of The Cleveland Museum of Art during the previous calendar year. The

new works—with few exceptions, all shown for the first time—include masterworks

that enrich already distinguished collections, such as Oriental art, European

painting, prints and drawings, and textiles, as well as important additions to

areas now being developed, such as photography and contemporary art. The greater

portion of the new acquisitions will be displayed in the upper special exhibition

gallery through April 6, with the remainder on view in the prints and drawings

galleries through April 20.

To augment its rapidly growing photograph collection, the Museum has purchased

a rare, early (about 1865), large "still life" photograph, titled Trophee de chasse ,

by the French photographer Adolphe Braun. Fewer than twenty of these photographic

tours-de-force exist, and this image, printed directly from a 20" x 30" glass

negative, is one of the finest in quality. A superb Paul Strand photograph.

The Family, Luzzara , taken when he lived briefly in this small Italian town and

photographed the people he came to know there, is one of the acknowledged master-

pieces of 20th-century photography and comes from the artist’s own collection.

The Museum now owns nine works by this influential American photographer. Five

photographs by Eugene Atget entered the collection, the rewards of photography

curator Tom Hinson’s year-long scouring of the art market. From a generous

Cleveland benefactor come Margaret Bourke-White’s photograph of the Terminal

Tower and Andre Kertesz’s of the Eiffel Tower.
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From the other end of the spectrum of history—from the 2nd or 1st century BC

—

comes a famous bronze sculpture made in Alexandria, Egypt, which in the early 20th

century was part of a renowned private collection in Cairo. The Dattari Athlete

bears the name of its earlier owner. It disappeared from the art market after it

was sold at a European auction in 1914 and reappeared in 1985, when a dealer called

on Cleveland’s curator of ancient art, Arielle Kozloff, in a European hotel lobby

and unwrapped the covering around the sculpture; Ms. Kozloff had kept the catalogue

of its auction sale on her desk for years and had always hoped to find the Dattari

Athlete for Cleveland. No one has positively identified the athlete’s sport or

the reason for his pose—one arm raised high, the other bent at chest level—but

such poses appear on Greek vase paintings of boxers and wrestlers.

Two other important additions to the ancient collection are a Scythian gold

plaque (4th century BC) and a Hittite terra-cotta vase (1400-1200 BC, or earlier).

The small gold plaque made by the nomadic peoples of the steppes is in the shape of

a stag, its body, legs, and antlers manipulated into a fantasy of rhythm and

design. The plaque is in perfect condition and is comparable in quality to,

although smaller than, its famous counterpart in the Hermitage, Leningrad. The

Hittite vase, a large ritual vessel with relief decoration, is the only example of

its type still intact and one of the few surviving works from the classical period

of the Hittite Empire in Central Anatolia.

Stanislaw Czuma, curator of Indian and Southeast Asian art, had tracked for

nearly a dozen years four ivory pieces in a private collection. They are part of

a group, known as the Begram ivories, excavated in 1937 and 1939 in the ruins of

an ancient palace in Begram in north Afghanistan, and are dated to the 1st or 2nd

century AD, when the Kushan dynasty ruled that part of the Himalayas. Because

they added greatly to the scholarly and artistic merit of Dr. Czuma ’s impressive
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exhibition of Kushan art, which opened at the Museum in mid-November 1985, they

were included in the exhibition. (The pieces travel to New York and Seattle with

the exhibition and are represented in The Year in Review by a photograph.) Used

as ornaments on furniture at a Kushan royal court, these four small pieces depict

languid ladies and dancers entertaining them, showing what must have been some

favorite pastimes at the court. Nearly all the rest of the Begram treasure is in

two other museums, in Kabul and in Paris. Another important new addition to the

Museum’s collection of Indian art was also displayed in the Kushan exhibition: the

stucco head of a serene Bodhisattva, from the late. Kushan period (4th-5th centuries).

It is a rare example of stucco sculpture on a massive scale and in nearly pristine

condition.

The Museum’s rich Oriental collections added a number of Japanese and Chinese

scroll paintings of very high quality. Chief among them is a hanging scroll of

a landscape, probably painted by a Korean monk in Japan in the 15th century. It

depicts an imagined landscape in China, of the sort meant to inspire serious medita-

tion on Zen Buddhist teaching and conduct, especially among Zen priest-painters

who had never been able to travel to China.

The comprehensive collection of Chinese ceramics was augmented by a rare and

exceptionally fine example of ’’spotted celadon” stoneware of the Yuan Dynasty

(1279-1368). The shallow spouted pouring bowl, whose form can be traced through

prototypes in Persian and Central Asian metalwork and Chinese silver, is decorated

with a thick, lustrous olive glaze with splashes of copper red-brown.

Pablo Picasso’s powerful still life, entitled Bull’s Skull, Fruit, Pitcher ,

dated January 29, 1939, is the most important modern painting to enter the collection

in 1985. Edward B. Henning, recently retired chief curator of modern art, believes

the period was one of the most crucial in Picasso’s work; he was using the Cubist

vocabulary, much modified, to express emotion in brilliantly colored canvases.
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The painting was completed three days after Barcelona fell to Franco and a week after

Picasso's mother died, but the viewer need not know this to experience its emotional

intensity

.

As this painting extends the Museum's holdings in Picasso's work, another

new addition, Otto Dix's Portrait of Josef May , adds to the Museum's small but choice

collection of German 20th-century painting. Dix's expressionism depended on brilliant

realistic rendering of exact detail for its emotional power; he created images as

moving as expressionist paintings without distorting color and line.

Two major contemporary works—Agnes Martin's untitled drawing and Jennifer

Bartlett's Sunset and Concrete Dock—signal the Museum's new commitment to acquire

art by living artists. Martin has long established herself as a major artist, and

Bartlett is making a reputation as one of the most independent and thoughtful of

the younger artists.

Other important paintings purchased in 1985 are Portrait of a Gentleman by

Tanzio da Varallo (Antonio d 'Enrico) and Richard Bonington's oil study. The Palace

of the Doge, Venice . Tanzio was one of the late 16th/early 17th-century north

Italian painters whose art combined Mannerist elements with the new Baroque style,

and this painting, a new discovery, is the first in the Museum's collection to

represent this important transitional period in Italian art. His portrait of a

man past his prime, whose elaborate costume identifies him as of high rank, is

psychologically sensitive and richly painted.

Bonington was an early 19th-century English watercolorist whose outdoor views

strongly influenced the development of later French landscape painting. The skills

he had developed as a watercolor painter—quick handling and response to the medium

—

he applied to oil painting, achieving luminosity and sparkle through varying densities

of paint. This oil study was probably done out of doors during his visit to Venice

in 1826.
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The Museum 7
s collection of American furniture has acquired two major pieces.

One is a majestic, and still somewhat mysterious, mid-19th century American side-

board. It is perhaps the finest example known, with carving of extraordinary

quality and realistic detail, most notably in the large carved relief of dead

game and figures of American Indians which serve as support figures. A Philadelphia

chair, dated about 1770, is a highly accomplished example of the Chippendale style

in American furniture.

Although less well known to the general public, because their holdings are

too fragile to be on long-term display, the Museum 7
s prints and drawings collection

and textile collection are among the finest in the United States. Added to the

old master print collection were two engravings by Giorgio Ghisi: a unique proof

of Cephalus Mourning the Death of Procris , dating from about 1540, and the Allegory

of Life (The Dream of Raphael) of 1561, formerly in the Earl Spencer collection in

England. Jasper John’s proof of Ale Cans is one of the most famous Pop lithographs

of the 1960s and strengthens the collection of contemporary prints, which has grown

significantly in the last few years.

The textile collection acquired two highly important textiles. One, a large

ritual cotton cloth from Peru, dating from about 1000-600 BC, is the largest and

most complete of its kind known from the first fully developed civilization there,

the Chavin culture. The cloth’s powerful design consists of two vertical sequences

of identical deity faces. To the Museum’s outstanding collection of medieval Near

Eastern silks was added a silk caftan of the lOth-llth century, the only complete

caftan known from medieval Iran. The design was woven to follow the contours of the

garment and includes the names of the weaver and of the owner.

Three illuminated folios from medieval manuscripts, considered by all art

historians who had seen them to be among the finest examples of miniature painting
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still in private hands, were acquired for the Museum’s renowned collection of

European medieval art. One, dating from around 1500, depicts a dignified figure,

identified in the text as King David, before a mountainous landscape. This late-

Gothic French work, with its subtle modeling and delicate colors, is ascribed to the

royal painter Jean Bourdichon, a major French artist of the late 15th/early 16th century.

Added to the collection of Renaissance art was a fine and unique gilt-bronze

figure of The Crucified Christ , probably cast early in the 17th century, by the lost

wax method, from an original wax figure fashioned about 1583 by Giovanni Bologna,

the most famous Mannerist sculptor of the late 16th century. Its forms are bold and

its surfaces freely modeled, with a sharply detailed head sunk on the chest, the

whole figure made deeply moving by the master's artistry. The Renaissance glass-

makers of Venice achieved the creation of a glass that imitated the translucent,

flowing color of the chalcedony stone; a late-15th century ewer of this 'calcedonia'

glass has been acquired, a rare example (three others are known, in museums in London,

Florence, and Frankfurt) of one of the high points of Venetian craftsmanship.

Continuing a practice he began last year. Museum Director Evan H. Turner will

write labels for many of the works in The Year in Review , to offer information and

insights on the works and their histories. Gallery talks will be presented in the

exhibition on Wednesday, February 19, and Sunday, February 23 > at 1:30 pm. The

February issue of The Bulletin of The Cleveland Museum of Art serves as the catalogue

for the exhibition.
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